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This	
   rulebook	
   is	
   a	
   slightly	
   modified	
   version	
   of	
   the	
   original	
   “Eskrima-Kali-Arnis
Tournament	
  Rules”,	
  written	
  by	
  Supreme	
  Grandmaster	
  Dionisio Cañete in 1991.
Rules and Regulations on Sparring Competition
Article I
Contest Area
Section 1
The contest area or ring shall be not less than five (5) meters and not more than seven (7)
meters square. The edges should be clearly marked with tape or a reasonable substitute.
The ground shall be flat and smooth and made of wood, vinyl, or other suitable material.
Mats can also be used. More than one ring can be used when the number of competitors
warrants it.
Section 2
The bell, whistle, or other sound device must be sufficiently loud so that the officials and
competitors can hear it. Verbal commands are acceptable if sufficiently loud. To avoid
confusion, the same sound device should not be used in adjacent rings.
Article II
The Contest or Match
Section 1
The contest shall consist of three (3) rounds of one (1) minute each, with thirty (30)
seconds rest in between rounds.
Section 2
Striking or target points shall be any part of the body above the knee except the groin and
the neck. This includes the front and the sides of the thighs and body, both arms and
hands, and the top, front and sides of the helmet. Hitting the back of the body is only
allowed when the competitors are facing each other (i.e., through the use of curving
strikes). Hitting the back of the head is not allowed, due to insufficient padding on the back
of the helmet. Only two (2) consecutive strikes to the same target area are permitted.
Section 3
The match shall begin with the competitors standing two to three meters apart, facing the
Referee. At the command of the Referee, the competitors will execute the formal salutation
(yuko). The competitors then face each other and repeat the salute. (The salutation of each
competitor’s	
  style	
  may	
  be	
  used).

After the salutations, the competitors shall assume the guard position with their sticks
crossed. The contest begins when the Referee brings his stick up through the center of the
crossed	
  sticks,	
  simultaneously	
  issuing	
  the	
  command	
  of	
  “fight”	
  (“laban”	
  or	
  “palo”).
Section 4
When the contest comes to an end, the competitors shall return to the original position,
standing face to face. At the command of the Referee, they will salute each other, then the
Referee. They then stand and await the decision.
Section 5
The timekeeper, using a bell or a whistle, shall indicate the end of a round or a match. As a
substitute, a towel or similar item may be thrown into the ring in such a way that the
Referee is alerted.
Section 6
Any hit or technique applied simultaneously with signal indicating the end of the round
shall be judged as valid.
Section 7
Any strike or technique applied while either or both competitors have both feet outside
the ring shall be judged as null and void. In this case, the competitors shall be directed to
return to the center of the contest area and the Referee shall resume the match.
Section 8
Stick blows or other legal techniques executed while the competitors are in the ring shall
be valid even if the opponent subsequently falls down or lands outside the perimeter of the
ring.
Section 9
In the following cases, the referee shall stop the match:
a.) When either competitor goes outside the ring with both feet.
b.) When a competitor commits any of the prohibited acts.
c.) When the competitor is required to adjust his uniform or his protective
equipment.
d.) When a competitor is injured, or some accident or difficulty takes place.
e.) When an olisi is split or broken, or otherwise becomes unusable.
If a competitor finds that his protective equipment requires adjustment, he/she must
notify the Referee by raising both hands and backing up, but must not turn his/her back.
If a stoppage of the match results in a minimal time delay (i.e., a competitor stepping
outside the ring), the clock will continue to run. If a substantial amount is time elapses, the
clock should be stopped, and should resume when the referee restarts the bout. The
referee should indicate to the timekeeper that he/she wishes the time to be stopped and
then again indicate when the time should be resumed.

Article III
Judgement of the Contest
Section 1
A panel of three (3) Judges shall decide the winner of the match. A Referee shall supervise
the match but has no decision in the scoring. The Referee will be provided with an olisi to
facilitate managing the match. A timekeeper will manage the rounds and intermissions. An
Arbitrator may be assigned a ring or group of rings, who will have authority over the
Referees. The Tournament Director will be the highest authority, and has the power to
stop a contest at any time should he/she sees fit but must be done at the end of the round.
And also have the power to remove / replace any judge or Referee at any time if it is felt
those officials are not doing their job properly, provided the removal / replacement shall
be made after the round has ended.
Section 2
The judges shall take positions at the corners of the ring, and remain outside the
perimeter.
Section 3
When the limit for the match expires without either competitors having lost by a technical
knockout (TKO), or a Referee stopped contest (RSC), the Referee shall require both
competitors to return to the positions taken at the start of the match. The Referee will then
gather the scorecards, and verify that they have been filled out according to the rules. He
shall return any valid card to the owner and see that the mistake is corrected. The Referee
will then hand the cards to the jury or announcer, and wait for the official decision to be
announced. The competitors may not remove any of the protective gear except the head
guard after the time limit has expired, in case an overtime round is necessary.
Section 4
A	
  judgment	
  of	
  draw	
  (“patas”)	
   shall	
  be	
  made	
  when	
  neither	
   competitor	
  has	
  been	
  able	
  to	
   win	
  
the match according to the rules of scoring. In the event of a draw, the winner of the
contest will be determined by a single extension round of one (1) minute.
Section 5
The following acts shall be prohibited:
a.) Hitting when the opponent is down or in the act of rising, is unconscious, turns
his back, or signals surrender.
b.) Pushing or striking with any part of your body.
c.) Deliberately going outside of the ring.
d.) Adjusting the uniform or protective gear without the permission of the Referee.
e.) Hitting	
  while	
  holding	
  the	
  opponent’s	
  olisi.
f.) Holding the opponent to avoid action.
g.) Hitting the groin, neck, back of head, or any area below the thigh.
h.) Any unsportsmanlike conduct causing embarrassment to an opponent, official,
or the audience.
i.) Thrusts, butt strikes (punyo), or two-handed strikes.
j.) Grappling, wrestling, or hooking.
k.) Application of joint locks for any purpose, including disarming.
l.) Application of throws or sweeps.

m.) More than two consecutive strikes to the same target area.
n.) Checking to the face.
o.) Deliberately delaying the match in order to gain additional rest time.
p.) Removing head gear or other protective equipment in between rounds. (Head
gear may be lifted but not removed.)
q.) Useless, aggressive, or offensive utterances during the match.
r.) Failure to step back when order to break (buwag).
s.) Striking or attempting to strike an immediately after the referee has ordered
break (buwag).
t.) The use or application of prohibited drugs such as steroids, stimulants,
marijuana, opiates, etc.
u.) Complete failure to use defensive tactics and maneuvers.
v.) All other things that may be prejudicial to the spirit of eskrima.
Section 6
Legitimate strikes or blows include cut or slash, wrist-snapping or flicking (witik,
kurbada), abaniko (fan), etc. Thrusting, butting (punyo), and footsweeps have been legal in
the past, but have been eliminated because the protective gear is presently not sufficient to
allow these techniques to be used safely. Improvement in the protective equipment may
result in the re-instatement of these techniques. Two-handed strikes are prohibited.
Section 7
Any competitor guilty of a prohibited act may be penalized by a reduction of points in
scorecard or by disqualification. The Referee should follow the guidelines when enforcing
prohibited acts.
1st infraction – casual warning (usually verbal, within the flow of the match)
2nd infraction – official warning (match is stopped and judges are notified)
3rd infraction – point deduction (match is stopped and judges are notified)
4th infraction – 2nd point deduction (match is stopped and judges are notified)
5th infraction – disqualification
In the case of serious, blatant or malicious acts, the Referee can and should skip one or
more of the above-mentioned scheduled penalties.
Any competitor who loses by disqualification may be subject to additional penalization by
WEKAF, including possible suspension from succeeding WEKAF events or permanent
expulsion depending on the degree of the culpability or seriousness of the offense.

Article IV
System of Scoring
Section 1
Scoring shall be on the basis of the following:
a) The competitor who scores more hits to the head, hands, and all other
legitimate target areas.
b) The competitor who scores more powerful hits to the head, hands, and all other
legitimate target areas.
c) When a competitor loses his olisi (disarm or agaw) through other than foul
means.
In scoring, the elements of offense, defense, clean hitting, ring generalship, techniques,
sportsmanship shall be carefully considered. Aggressiveness also earns credit.
Section 2
Scoring	
  shall	
  be	
  done	
  using	
  the	
  “10	
  point	
  must”	
  system.	
  The	
  winner	
   of	
  the	
  round	
  is	
  always	
  
awarded 10 points (prior to deductions), while the loser receives anywhere from 9 to 7
points, depending on how decisively the round was won.
The	
  “10	
  points	
  must”	
  system	
  of	
  scoring	
  is	
  applied	
  as	
  follows:
Even Round 10 – 10
Slight Edge 10 – 9
Wide Edge 10 – 8
One Sided 10 – 7
Most	
  reasonably	
  competitive	
  rounds	
  are	
  scored	
  “10-9”.	
  A	
  “10-8”	
  round	
  is	
  usually	
  the	
  result	
  
of one competitor dominating consistently for the entire round, or possibly a clean victory
in addition to a disarm.	
   A	
   “10-7”	
   round	
   is	
   very	
   rare,	
   and	
   should	
   only	
   be	
   scored	
   when	
   a	
  
competitor has his arms at his sides, is being hit constantly, and is almost unable to defend
him/herself. It could also result from a round in which a competitor is disarmed two (2)
times.
The use of foul strikes, foul tactics, or other prohibited acts can result in a one-point
penalty, at the discretion of the Referee. If a point is to be deducted, the Referee should
stop the action and advise the Judges of the point to be deducted immediately after the
commission of the foul. For each round, the Judge scores according to the rules, then
applies any deductions assigned by the Referee.
Section 3
Judgement for the winner of the match shall be made on the following conditions:
a.)Win on points
On completion of the three rounds of the match, each judge will total the score on his card
for each of the two competitors. The winner will be the competitor with the largest point

total for three rounds. If the point totals are equal, the judge will score the match as a draw
on his/her card.
The winner of the match will be determined according to the cards of the three (3) judges
as follows:
Win-Lose-Draw
Unanimous decision
3-0-0
Majority Decision
2-0-1
Split Decision
2-1-0
Majority Draw
1-0-2
Draw
0-0-3
Draw
1-1-1
b.) Win by Technical Knockout (TKO)
The contest is terminated and judged a Technical Knockout (TKO) when:
i)
An overwhelmingly one-sided match. If, in the opinion of the Referee, a
competitor is totally outclassed or is receiving excessive punishment, the
bout shall be stopped and the opponent will be declared the winner.
ii)
Injury. If a fighter, in the opinion of the Referee, is unfit to continue because
of injury or other physical reasons, the bout shall be stopped and the
opponent will be declared the winner. The right to make the decision rests
with the Referee, who may consult with the available qualified medical
personnel. After consultation, the Referee must follow the medical advice.
When medical personnel are called into the ring, only the medical person
and the Referee shall be present inside the ring. The medical personnel have
the right to request that the bout be stopped, if, for medical reasons, a
competitor appears to be unfit to continue.
iii)
A	
  competitor’s	
  refusal	
  to	
  continue	
  or	
  a	
  voluntary	
  surrender.	
  If	
  a	
  competitor	
  
wishes to surrender, she/he must notify the Referee by raising both hands
and backing up, but must not turn his/her back.
iv)
Disarm. When a competitor is disarmed a total of three (3) times within the
course of the match, a TKO results. It should be noted that the fourth (4)
round is considered as part of the match and therefore the three (3) disarm
rule applies to all rounds, including the extension round, as the whole match.
c.) Win by disqualification
If a competitor is disqualified, his opponent shall be declared the winner. If both
competitors are disqualified, the decision shall be announced accordingly. A disqualified
competitor shall not be entitled to any prize, medal, or honourable award, relating to any
stage of the competition in which he has been disqualified.
Any competitor who loses by disqualification may be subject to additional penalization by
WEKAF, including possible suspension from future WEKAF events or by expulsion.
d.) No contest
The Referee may terminate a match at any time due to events that are outside the control
of the competitors, such as the ring becoming damaged or slippery, failure of the lighting
system,	
  etc.	
  Under	
   the	
  conditions,	
  the	
  bout	
  shall	
  be	
  declared	
  “No	
  Contest	
  “.	
  In	
  this	
  case,	
  the	
  
Tournament Officials will decide the new course of action.

e.) Win by Walkover or Default
When a competitor presents himself in the ring fully attired for the match at the
prescribed time, and his opponent fails to appear within three minutes after his name has
been properly announced, the Referee shall declare the competitor who is present as the
winner. The Referee shall first inform the Judges to mark their scorecards accordingly,
collect them, and then summon the competitor to the center of the ring. He/She shall be
announced as the winner.
Section 4
A	
  competitor	
  is	
  “down”	
  (“bagsak”) when any part of his body but his feet is on the floor.
Section 5
In the event that a competitor cannot continue the match because of injury, the result of
the match shall be determined by the following conditions:
a)When	
  the	
  cause	
  of	
  the	
  competitor’s	
  injuries	
  is	
  by	
  any	
  means	
  except	
  a	
  foul	
  blow	
  or
technique, the injured shall be the loser.
b)When	
  the	
  cause	
  of	
  the	
  competitor’s	
  injuries	
  is	
  the	
  result	
  of	
  a	
  foul	
  blow	
  or	
  technique,
the opponent shall be the loser.
Section 6
A	
  competitor	
  is	
  considered	
  “disarmed”	
  when:
a) A clean disarming technique is	
  applied	
  and	
  the	
  opponent’s	
  olisi	
  is	
  taken	
  from	
  him.	
  
The disarming technique must be applied in two (2) seconds or less, and must not
involve the locking of any joint.
b) A competitor loses control of the olisi and it hits the ground. If the olisi is lost, but
is caught before it hits the ground, no disarm is scored.
The Referee determines whether the disarm is to be scored as valid by the Judges. He/she
shall stop the match and inform each judge of the decision, replace the olisi and restart the
match. A disarm is scored with one (1) point deduction, and must be reckoned after the
end of the particular round it occurred.
Section 7
Judgement of a draw (patas) shall be made when a neither competitor has been able to win
at	
   least	
   two	
   (2)	
   of	
   the	
   Judge’s	
   cards.	
   In	
   this	
   case,	
   a	
   single	
   extension	
   round	
   is	
   held,	
   the	
  
winner of which will be the winner of the match. (The scoring of the first three rounds is
deemed obsolete, with the exception of the points that have been deducted for foul play,
and the number of disarms that have occurred. For example, a third disarm which occurs
in the overtime round still results in a TKO. Similarly, a disqualification can occur for an
infraction for which points have already been deducted). In the extension round, each
Judge must determine a winner (i.e., a score of 10-10 is not allowed). This is done by a
simultaneous show of hands upon the call of the Referee.

Article V
Competitor’s	
  Attire,	
  Protective	
  Equipment	
  and	
  Weapons
Section 1
All competitors must use WEKAF approved equipment, as determined, by the Board of
Directors. Equivalent equipment may be substituted with approval of the Tournament
Director.
Each competitor shall be required to wear:
Regulation WEKAF headgear and body protector
Protective gloves (regulation WEKAF, hockey, lacrosse or reasonable substitute)
Groin protector (male competitors only)
Optional recommended equipment includes:
Elbow and/or forearm pads
Mouth piece
Thigh pads
Athletic shoes
A plastic chest protector under the WEKAF Jacket (female competitors only)
Section 2
The olisi or stick shall have the following specifications:
Length shall be no more than 70 centimeters
Weight shall not be more than 200 grams
Diameter shall not be more than 2.6 centimeters
The tournament organizers will provide the competition olisi. A personal olisi can be
substituted with prior approval of the Referee.
Section 3
Competitors must be clean and must wear normal eskrima attire of loose t-shirt and
trousers or a legitimate uniform.
The competitors must keep their fingernails and toe nails cut short and must not wear any
articles such as rings, necklaces or ornaments.
Hair	
  shall	
  be	
  cut	
  and/or	
  tied	
  in	
  such	
   a	
  way	
  that	
  it	
  does	
  not	
   interfere	
   with	
   the	
  competitor’s	
  
vision.	
   The	
   first	
   time	
   a	
   competitor’s	
   hair	
   interferes, it shall be corrected by the second.
Subsequent problems shall result in warnings and point deductions, following the normal
rules for prohibited acts.

Article VI
Tournament Structure
Section 1
Sparring Divisions are as follows:
Boys (12 years and under)
Girls (12 years and under)
Additional	
   divisions	
   for	
   younger	
   children	
   may	
   be	
   added	
   at	
   the	
   Tournament	
   Director’s	
  
discretion:
Junior Male 13-14 Lightweight
Junior Male 13-14 Heavyweight
Junior Male 15-17 Lightweight
Junior Male 15-17 Heavyweight
Junior Female 13-17 Lightweight
Junior Female 13-17 Middleweight
Junior Female 13-17 Heavyweight
Womens (18-39 years)
flyweight
bantamweight
featherweight
lightweight
welterweight
middleweight
heavyweight
Mens (18-39 years)
light flyweight
flyweight
bantamweight
light featherweight
featherweight
super featherweight
lightweight
welterweight
light middleweight
middle weight
super middleweight
cruiserweight
light heavyweight
junior heavyweight
heavyweight
super heavyweight

lbs
under 100
101-110
111-120
121-130
131-140
141-150
151 +

kgs
under 45
46-50
51-55
56-59
60-64
65-68
69 +

Lbs
under 108
109-112
113-116
117-121
122-126
127-132
133-138
139-146
147-152
153-158
159-165
166-176
177-184
185-199
200-219
220 +

kgs
under 49
49-50
51-52
53-55
56-57
58-60
61-63
64-66
67-69
70-72
73-75
76-80
81-84
85-90
91-100
101 +

Seniors Women ( 40+ years )
lbs
lightweight
under 135
heavyweight
135 +
Seniors Men ( 40+years )
bantamweight
featherweight
lightweight
welterweight
middleweight
light heavyweight
heavyweight

kgs
under 61
61 +

lbs
under 120
121-135
136-150
151-163
164-178
179-199
200 +

kgs
under 55
55-61
62-68
69-74
75-81
82-90
91 +

lbs
under 120
121-135
136-150
151-163
164-178
179-199
200 +

kgs
under 55
55-61
62-68
69-74
75-81
82-90
91 +

Men’s	
  Double	
  Stick
bantamweight
featherweight
lightweight
welterweight
middleweight
light heavyweight
heavyweight

Section 2
Each competitor can only compete in one single stick division, one double stick division,
and	
   one	
   team	
   fighting	
   division.	
   Entering	
   a	
   weight	
   class	
   above	
   one’s	
   weight	
   is	
   permitted,
but not below. Each sparring division will have a maximum of two competitors from each
country. (The defending champion may be a third competitor from one country)
Section 3
(a)Bracketing of the competitors in each division shall be responsibility of the Tournament
Director and/or his appointees. This can be done by drawing numbers randomly
selecting entry sheets, or other fair method. Adjustments can be made so competitors
from the same club or country do not meet until the last possible level in the bracket.
(b)All byes must occur in the first level in the bracket. (i.e., after completion of the 1st
series of matches, the number of remaining competitors must be 1,2,4,8, or 16. No
competitor shall receive more than one bye under any circumstance.
(c)No competitor can receive a bye in the first level of the bracket and a walkover in the
second level. Similarly, no competitor may receive two successive walkovers in two
successive levels of the bracket. If this occurs, a fresh draw shall be made of the
remaining fighters to re-establish the bracket, which then proceeds in the normal way.

Section 5
At local level tournaments, division should be created for Novice and Advanced
participants. Novices have competed in less than two (2) WEKAF sanctioned events.
Rules and Regulations on Doble Olisi Sparring Competition
Section 1
For double stick sparring divisions, the same rules and scoring principles in Single Stick
are made applicable. The exception is with regard to disarming, where match will be
allowed to continue two (2) olisi against one (1) olisi until the round has ended with no
point deduction. On the next round, competitor who was disarmed is allowed to retrieve
his weapon and the match is continued. If a competitor loses both weapons
(simultaneously or successively) a one (1) point deduction is scored. Two (2) times loss of
the two (2) sticks end in a TKO.
Rules and Regulations on Form (Sayaw) Competition
Article 1
Qualification
Section 1
The	
  contest	
  shall	
  be	
  open	
  to	
  all	
  ages	
  and	
  divided	
  into	
  categories	
  for	
  men,	
  women,	
  senior’s
and juniors. The senior and junior divisions can be further subdivided if warranted by the
number of participants.
Article II
Contest and Equipment
Section 1
The contest area or ring shall be not less than seven (7) meters and not more than nine (9)
meters square. The ground shall be flat and smooth and made of wood, vinyl, or other
suitable material. Mats can also be used. More than one ring can be used when the number
of competitors warrants it. However, divisions using music cannot be run simultaneously
with divisions that do not use music.
Section 2
For traditional sayaw divisions, competitors are allowed to use any standard training
uniform. In the open sayaw divisions, any costume appropriate to the sayaw may be used.
If competitors have long hair, it must be fixed in a way that does not interfere with the
performance.
Section 3
All weapons used in the sayaw divisions must be a legitimate part of an established,
Filipino martial arts system. This includes solo olisi, doble olisi, indigenous Filipino long
and short blades (kris, kampilan, barong, bolo, pinuti, etc.) or espada y daga.

Article III
Contest Criteria
Section 1
An individual sayaw must not exceed two (2) minutes in duration. A team sayaw must not
exceed five (5) minutes. The time begins with the first movement after the salutation has
been completed.
Section 2
The sayaw shall	
  be	
  “open	
  form”,	
  but	
  meeting	
  the	
  following	
  criteria:
a) The sayaw must follow basic movements and principles of Eskrima-Kali-Arnis
b) At least eight percent (80%) of the movements shall emphasize the olisi or other
weapon being used.
Section 3
A salutation must be performed by the competitor prior to beginning the sayaw, and
immediately after the movements are completed.
Section 4
The competitor shall not leave the contest area until after the announcement of the score.
Section 5
A Team Sayaw consists of two (2) or more players. Music is optional, and a maximum of
five (5) minutes is permitted.
Section 6
On individual form division, each competing country will be allowed a maximum of two
competitors. Each competitor can only compete in one individual form division. Each
country must be allowed two entries on the Team Sayaw division at the world level, or one
entry per club at the local level.

Article IV
Judgement of Contest
Section 1
A panel of five (5) judges shall decide the contest. If possible, all judges shall be of neutral
countries, organizations, or clubs. If this is not feasible, an attempt should be made to
balance the composition of the panel taking into consideration the nationality or affiliation
of the competitors.
Section 2
The following criteria shall be used as the basis of judging a sayaw competition:
a) Gracefulness
i) Execution of technique with the weapon
ii) Footwork and stances
iii) Balance and posture
iv)Coordination of body, hand and weapon

b) Power
i)coordination of breathing and footwork with technique
ii)delivery of strikes angles, lines, zones, etc.)
iii)dynamic tension
c) Speed
i)speed of strikes, combinations and transitions
ii)mixing fast and slow tempos
d) Impact
i)precision of movement (ending at starting point, utilization of entire
contest area
ii)uniform or costume, other indigenous native garb with relevance to
Eskrima-Kali-Arnis
iii)music, tribal songs, etc. (open divisions only)
e) Variety of Techniques
i)a greater number of well executed techniques
ii)lack of repetition
f) Authenticity of Techniques
i)combat effectiveness of techniques
ii)correct use of edged weapons
iii)acrobatics, gymnastics, and techniques of other martial arts not relevant to
Eskrima-Kali-Arnis shall be ignored (unless they are executed poorly, in
Which case a deduction shall be made)

Article V
Scoring Contest
Section 1
Each competitor shall be given a score between five (5) to ten (10). Ten (10) shall be the
highest score, and five (5) shall be the lowest score. Only whole and half number scores
are allowed (10, 9.5, 9, 8.5, 8, 7.5, 7, 6.5, 6 ). The highest and lowest of the five (5) scores
dropped	
  and	
  the	
  remaining	
  three	
  (3)	
  score	
  will	
  be	
  added	
  to	
  determine	
  a	
  contestant’s	
  score.
Section 2
In order to establish a baseline for scoring, the first three (3) contestants in the division
will be required to perform without being scored. Subsequently, the contestants will be
scored one at a time in the same order.
Section 3
The following actions will result in deductions, which will be assessed by each of the
judges as part of their score:
a.) Unintentionally dropping a weapon (one (1) point deduction)
b.) Exceeding time limit (one half (0.5) point deduction)
c.) Starting over (one(1) point deduction)
d.) Finishing in place different from where the form started (one half (0.5) point
deduction) unless judges have been notified in advance that this will occur.

Section 4
In the case of a tie, the competitors will be required to perform again and be judged a
second time. The new scores will be used to break the tie only, and will not be used to
determine results relative to the other competitors in the division.

Sayaw Divisions
Within each group, there are four divisions.
Single Stick Traditional
Single Stick Open
Double Stick Traditional
Double Stick Open
The following group shall be used for sayaw divisions.
Boys and Girls (12 years and under)
Junior Male and Junior Female (13-17 years and over)
Men and Women (18-40 years)
Senior Men and Senior Women (40 years old)
Super Senior Men (55 years and over)

